Growth of linked hospital data use in Australia: a systematic review
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Abstract

Objective. The aim of the present study was to quantify and understand the utilisation of linked hospital data for research purposes across Australia over the past two decades.

Methods. A systematic review was undertaken guided by the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) 2009 checklist. Medline OVID, PsycINFO, Embase, EconLit and Scopus were searched to identify articles published from 1946 to December 2014. Information on publication year, state(s) involved, type of data linkage, disease area and purpose was extracted.

Results. The search identified 3314 articles, of which 606 were included; these generated 629 records of hospital data linkage use across all Australian states and territories. The major contributions were from Western Australia (WA; 51%) and New South Wales (NSW; 32%) with the remaining states and territories having significantly fewer publications (total contribution only 17%). WA’s contribution resulted from a steady increase from the late 1990s, whereas NSW’s contribution is mostly from a rapid increase from 2010. Current data linkage is primarily used in epidemiological research (73%).

Conclusion. More than 80% of publications were from WA and NSW, whereas other states significantly lag behind. The observable growth in these two states clearly demonstrates the underutilised opportunities for data linkage to add value in health services research in the other states.

What is known about the topic? Linking administrative hospital data to other data has the potential to be a cost-effective method to significantly improve health policy. Over the past two decades, Australia has made significant investments in improving its data linkage capabilities. However, several articles have highlighted the many barriers involved in using linked hospital data.

What does this paper add? This paper quantitatively evaluates the performance across all Australian states in terms of the use of their administrative hospital data for research purposes. The performance of states varies considerably, with WA and NSW the clear stand-out performers and limited outputs currently seen for the other Australian states and territories.

What are the implications for practitioners? Given the significant investments made into data linkage, it is important to continue to evaluate and monitor the performance of the states in terms of translating this investment into outputs. Where the outputs do not match the investment, it is important to identify and overcome those barriers limiting the gains from this investment. More generally, there is a need to think about how we improve the effective and efficient use of data linkage investments in Australia.
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Introduction

Linked administrative health data in Australia have been recognised as an important resource for health services research and informing health policies.1 Data linkage represents a platform enabling longitudinal health studies, epidemiological surveillance on rare diseases,2 the examination of variations in healthcare3 and the capture and comparison of healthcare costs across populations and over time.4 It also allows researchers to assess health outcomes on specific cohorts, such as Indigenous populations5,6 and children, who are generally difficult to recruit.7 Data linkage circumvents loss to follow-up problems common in longitudinal studies because patients are tracked retrospectively8...
and long-term outcomes, such as survival, can be assessed via linkage to mortality databases.\textsuperscript{9,10} It can be an efficient and cost-effective\textsuperscript{11} approach to research and health service improvement because data are acquired from routinely collected hospital data.

Western Australia (WA) was the first state to initiate data linkage in the 1970s,\textsuperscript{12} but its use was limited in scope and purpose. Over the years, specific health databases, such as mortality and births, were developed, giving rise to small clusters of linked data for specific populations.\textsuperscript{13} In 1995, using an infrastructure grant, WA established a full-population-based data linkage system. A decade later, New South Wales (NSW) followed suit with the establishment of the Centre for Health Record Linkage (CHeReL) in 2006, providing linkage services for NSW and the Australian Capital Territory (ACT). The linkage of NSW hospital data to a large-scale cohort study of individuals aged 45 years and over\textsuperscript{14} has been particularly valuable.\textsuperscript{15}

In 2009, the Population Health Research Network (PHRN) was initiated to further improve Australia’s data linkage capabilities. Since its establishment, approximately A$93 million from various sources, including government, state and academic partners, has been allocated to the PHRN to fulfil its purpose.\textsuperscript{16} As a result, all Australian states have established data linkage units with the capacity to provide population-wide linked data.

Although considerable progress has been made, significant barriers remain that are impeding the effective and efficient use of data linkage.\textsuperscript{17,18} In Australia and within each state, health data are collected by different organisations and at various levels of government,\textsuperscript{19} prolonging approvals from numerous data custodians to link and access databases.\textsuperscript{20–22} In addition, the use of cross-jurisdictional linked datasets is particularly difficult. The lack of a streamlined process and excessive duplication were identified as key issues for researchers.\textsuperscript{23} Further, differences in legislative protocols surrounding confidentiality between ethics committees and operating procedures between linkage units can create discord in research progress.\textsuperscript{20,24,25}

Given the public investments in data linkage, it is important to monitor and evaluate the outputs from this investment. In the present study, we sought to quantify and understand the adoption of linked hospital data for health research purposes over time and by Australian state. We conducted a systematic review of the published literature that uses linked Australian hospital data. The findings provide an overview of the use of linked hospital data in Australia and inform on the uniformity of its use between states. To our knowledge, no study has collated and quantified research publication outputs arising from the use of hospital data linkage in Australia.

Methods

Information source and search strategy

Following Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) 2009 guidelines,\textsuperscript{26} five electronic databases, namely Medline OVID, PsycINFO, Embase, EconLit and Scopus, were systematically searched between June and July 2015 to identify all relevant articles published between 1946 and December 2014. Hospital data linkage was defined as linkage of individual patient data that are routinely collected from a patient’s hospital admission to an external or secondary source, such as state or national registers, administrative databases or state records. The search terms were hospital*, data*, link*, record* and Australia*. The full search strategy can be found in Appendix S1, available as Supplementary Material to this paper.

Study selection and eligibility criteria

The results were compiled using reference management software (Mendeley Desktop 1.13; Mendeley Ltd) and duplicates removed. The remaining articles were imported into an online database (Covidence; Veritas Health Innovation Ltd), where two investigators (MT and DP) independently screened titles and abstracts against the inclusion and exclusion criteria as defined below. Full-text screening was performed where it was unclear whether hospital data linkage was used based on the abstract. Although unconventional, both abstract and full-text screening were conducted concurrently because of the atypical research question and the broad search specificity required to capture relevant articles. A third reviewer (KD) resolved any discrepancies.

To be eligible for inclusion, articles had to be journal articles written in English that used individual patient-level data linked with Australian hospital records. The type of data linkage used could be manual, through an established linkage service or a probabilistic technique.

Articles that did not use or involve any data linkage to hospital records or did not specify the state(s) were excluded, as were those that did not have full text available or did not involve original data on which analysis was performed, such as conference abstracts, reviews, comments, discussions or letters.

Data extraction

The template used to record the data extracted included the Australian state(s) in which the data linkage was conducted, publication year, the type of linkage used, research area (classified according to International Statistical Classifications of Diseases and Related Health Problems 10th Revision Australian Modification) (ICD-10-AM) (http://www.aihw.gov.au/hospitals-data/national-hospital-morbidity-data/coded-clinical-data/, accessed 17 July 2015) and type of study. Studies with multiple states data counted as one publication for each state. To illustrate the diversity of groups contributing to the publications from each state, the names of the last author on the publications were collated and assessed.

Data validation and analysis

The PHRN website (http://www.phrn.org.au/, accessed 22 January 2016) provides a publication repository where data linkage units may list peer-reviewed publications arising from their data between 2010 and 2014. This list was subjected to the same screening process based on the above eligibility criteria and was compared with the systematic search list from the same period. This allowed the comparison and validation of our search strategy, and these results are reported in Appendix S2.

Data collected were counted and collated descriptively. To test the significance of differences in proportions between states over time and across research areas, Chi-squared tests were
used. All data analyses were managed using STATA IC version 13 (StataCorp).

**Quantifying data linkage funding by state**

Finally, because available resources are a key factor in determining capacity to undertake linkage and support research, we quantified the data linkage funding in each state where available. The funding included grants from the National Collaborative Research Infrastructure Strategy (NCRIS) and from the Department of Industry, Innovation, Science, Research and Tertiary Education (DIISRTE), as well as state cash contributions. These were based on PHRN Annual Reviews 2011–14,\(^{16,27,29}\) years where funding was broken down by institution.

**Results**

The systematic search results are provided in Fig. 1. Of the 3314 articles identified, 1704 were duplicated articles identified from different databases and 343 were not journal publications. The remaining 1267 articles were screened against the eligibility criteria; 661 articles were excluded and, of these, 371 (56%) did not involve hospital data and data linkage or used hospital data but did not involve any linkage or vice versa. Seventy articles (11%) did not have full-text or involve original data and 123 (19%) were not Australian or did not specify the state. The remaining articles excluded were not related to population health (15%). The final analysis included 606 studies, and this generated 629 records of hospital data linkage usage across all Australian states.

Since 1996, the number of publications using hospital data linkage across Australia has increased (Fig. 2), with more than 80% contributed from two states alone, namely WA (51%) and NSW (32%). The surge of publications from WA coincides with the establishment of the data linkage system in WA in 1995. Prior to this, there were fewer than 10 publications using data linkage (data not shown).

The number of publications from NSW has increased steadily in the past decade, but more considerably in the past 5 years, with only one publication in 2004 increasing to 13 in 2009 and to 50 by 2014. Small increases in publications in the past 5 years have also been observed from Victoria, South Australia (SA) and the Northern Territory (NT) and Queensland (Qld).

Figure 3 shows the publication numbers by state across different research areas. The most common research area using hospital data linkage was on factors affecting health status or the use of health services (15%). Circulatory diseases (n = 95) and injury and external causes (n = 88) were also frequently researched disease areas. WA publications focused primarily on the circulatory system, whereas NSW publications focused primarily on maternal and child health (n = 57). The research areas across all states differed significantly (P < 0.001), thus highlighting the disparity in data linkage usage across Australia. Further analysis to demonstrate the diversity of authors and the extent of data access showed 31% and 38% of publications from WA and NSW respectively were contributed by the top 10 last authors.

Linkage between hospital databases or from hospital to external health databases (56%) were the most common data linkage employed. This includes all mentions of state-wide linked data, administrative data or any hospital database.
The present study has documented, for the first time, the research outputs that have flowed from the significant investment in hospital data linkage by Australian Governments over the past two decades. The results indicate a great unevenness in the use of linked administrative hospital data in Australia. Clearly there is enormous variation across states and disease areas in publication quantity with outputs being dominated by two states (WA and NSW). The results show only 10 publications used data from multiple states, thus implying barriers in conducting multistate research with data linkage. The results also demonstrate uneven growth, with a marked rise in publications from NSW not matched by any other Australian state.

Which factors explain the increase in publications from NSW in recent years? Much of the increased research appears to have been driven by the additional datasets that enhance the use of linked hospital data, including the development of a large cohort through the 45 and Up study and NSW Perinatal Data Collection. It would be important to coordinate the development of supplementary data collection and additional linkage across states in order for Australia to maximise the potential research arising from these efforts. This could include facilitating cross-state comparisons outputs, particularly when there is practice variation or when the timing of legislative changes creates a natural experiment, in a similar manner to recent work on the timing of gun buybacks and the effect on firearm-related suicide.

Despite a decade of significant infrastructure support for data linkage and the development of the PHRN, several Australian states appear to have very few research publications involving use of their linked hospital data. The funding breakdown by state indicates that, with the exception of Tasmania, all Australian states received a total of A$5.9.5 million in direct and ‘in-kind’ funding to support data linkage between the 2011 and 2013 financial years. For most of these states, the published research outputs using these data remain modest. For example, in 2014 (the most recent year in the present study), there were only an average of three publications per year across SA and the NT, Qld and Victoria, and there were no identified publications using Tasmanian linked hospital data. It is hard to determine whether
the barriers are due primarily to failures of the linkage units to supply data or to there not being a sufficient demand from researchers for linked datasets. It may also be a ‘chicken and egg’ story, because states where units have no established record of supplying data may not have a critical mass of skilled analysts to make the best use of linked data for research. Beyond developing the infrastructure for comprehensive administrative datasets, there is clearly a need to provide training and funding for analysis if data linkage is to translate into research and further impact. In this regard, it would be worth revisiting the recommendations of the McKeon review regarding ways to promote health economics, biostatistics and health services research alongside investments in data linkage infrastructure.39

It is also important to note that these problems are not confined to health data. A recent Victorian Auditor General’s report indicates that many government departments do not provide the ‘public with the full and open access to the information to which they are entitled’.40 Although there have been several big data strategies developed by various Australian Government departments,41 these have generally not been undertaken in consultation with the research community or involved integration with bodies such as the National Health and Medical Research Council of Australia (NHMRC), which could facilitate aligned research funding.

It is recognised that researchers face numerous barriers to gain data access through the current data linkage processes. In some cases the direct financial barriers are minimal, but a significant time investment from the researcher is needed and even then timely data access is not guaranteed. This was highlighted in a recent proof-of-concept project assessing the practical issues faced by researchers conducting national data linkage.24 Thus, it is helpful to describe how administrative processes between Australian states differ to better understand opportunities to improve data linkage. Therefore, we directly contacted each state data linkage unit for information. Appendix S3 shows significant variation across the states in the provision of linked data in terms of whether they link all hospitals, and the provision of private and emergency data. Few data linkage units provide hospital out-patient data. Although there does not appear to be a clear relationship between the length of establishment of data linkage units and their quantum of research outputs, the results do show that for productive units (NSW and WA) there was only a small lag between the year of establishment and the start of their upward trend in publications. This indicates the potential for newer units to grow rapidly and provide supportive data linkage for research like NSW.

The most productive data linkage units (e.g. NSW and WA) tend to charge for their services, which may indicate the reality that resourcing is required to support research. Likewise, to support quality research, data linkage units will need to be adequately resourced with skilled personnel. More productive data linkage units were more likely to list publication outputs on their websites and had more comprehensive websites in general. This may be in recognition of research and their ability to contribute, and may also indicate resourcing. Along with the comprehensiveness of websites comes the clarity of procedural guidelines. The more productive units all have clear and established guides and processes for researchers available online.

Although the present study is a one-off study, it collected information that should be routinely reported both by data linkage units and the PHRN. Statistics showing increasing trends of activity (e.g. linked datasets being made available for researchers) and a database of outputs (e.g. publications) would build a compelling case for additional funding. Furthermore, the comparable reporting of outcomes by all data linkage units will facilitate comparison across different jurisdictions. Ultimately, we should report a measure that captures both resources and outcomes, such as cost per publication, which would facilitate the evaluation of data linkage units in producing research outputs.

The present study has limitations. First, a pragmatic search approach that balances specificity and sensitivity was adopted to optimise as well as limit the search. As such, some studies using hospital linked data may have been missed. However, the validation result shows that the search strategy were likely to have captured most of the articles. Second, the search was limited to peer-reviewed articles only; hence, grey literature was excluded. Reports from state- or federal-funded data linkage projects would have been missed, but some states may be more likely to make reports public. Third, the PHRN publication list was only available from 2010 onwards; therefore, prior validation could not be conducted. In addition, the funding reported based on PHRN annual reviews does not capture all funding for data linkage in Australia, but provides a useful lower bound on the resources available by state. Finally, it is recognised that there is a lag time between accessing data and publication; hence, this systematic review is not able to fully capture the current linkage capacity and research output from each data linkage unit.

Conclusion
There is uneven use of linked administrative hospital data in Australia, with published outputs being dominated by two states (WA and NSW). Given certain states have demonstrated their effectiveness in using data linkage, it may be possible for others to draw on their expertise. Record linkage to support cross-jurisdictional research can help generalise findings and better inform health outcomes at an Australian level. Policies need to be developed that promote greater use of these data in providing research evidence to make better decisions and improve the healthcare system across Australia.
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